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“Love the Lord your God with all your heart, with
all your soul, and with all your mind. This is the
first and greatest commandment, And the
second is like it: Love your neighbor as Yourself.”

At the core of our faith is the call to loving
relationships. This is the foundation and goal of
our lives. This is what we are wired for. This is
the heartbeat of our God. In living out these
truths we found ourselves brought to life. There
can be no denying, it is our greatest yearning, it
is our greatest challenge.

Living the Spirit life is living with an eye to these
three relationships: our relationship with God, our
relationship with our others and our relationship
with ourselves. Keeping them all alive in life can
be a bit of a juggling act. (illustrate with use of
three ‘juggling balls) Because of the many roles
and responsibilities we carry in life, relationships
with others is usually one we can not avoid…our
lives are filled with a multitude of
relationships…with our family, our co-workers,
our extended family, our neighbors, our friends,
our faith family...you name it we are probably
relating to it. THEN ...because of the faith we
embrace we also turn our eyes to God...the
sustainer and leader of our life...we worship,
pray, listen, study, serve…we connect with our
life line. THEN comes our relationship with
ourselves…one which is less talked about...but

the one which colors all others, if we pay no
attention to this one...if we have no sense of
loving ourselves...all other relationships will
suffer...this is a given. It is my observation
though that this is the one relationship where the
‘ball is dropped most often’...and this is why it is
critical for us to hear the Scriptures and the Spirit
about the importance of having a healthy
relationship with oneself.

Before we move on let me give answer to some
of the thoughts which might now be popping in
your brains. “Is not the Christian life a life for
others...self love sounds a little self centred.”
“Isn’t it supposed to be J.O.Y. ...Jesus, others
and You?” “Does not Jesus call us to a life of self
denial?” There is something inside our Christian
brains that has a hard time wrapping itself around
the truth that we need to pay attention to
ourselves. So...let me clarify...self-denial does
not equal self-neglect. Realistically if you want to
spend your life for God and others...you have got
to have some healthy stuff happening in your
relationship with yourself. Paying attention to
your well-being does not mean you live a life
centered around yourself...au contraire...paying
attention to your well-being enables you to live a
life beyond yourself. Our loving actions toward
God and others are not born out of a
vacuum…they are born in our interior...our heart,
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our soul and mind. A life of loving relationships
starts from the inside and works its way into all
our living.

Erwin and I have been doing some reading in
preparation for this preaching series and one of
the books we have gained from is Gary
Smalley’s book The DNA of Relationships. I
really appreciated this well-known Christian
author being very frank about the importance of
having a healthy dynamic relationship with
ourselves. At one point in the book he goes so
far as to say: “If you take responsibility for
yourself and attend to your own self-care, you
can act from a position of wholeness, not
neediness. And that sets you up for relationship
success.” And then a little further on he extends
this though out... “Taking good care of yourself is
actually a godly thing. It’s always in the best
interest of all parties involved. Why? Because
only when you’re full do you have the resources
to care for others. You cannot fully extend
yourself unless you operate from fullness. And
you never will get full unless you take good care
of yourself.”

Believe it or not...Jesus is actually a good model
when it comes to paying attention to self-care.
When Jesus needed time alone...he took it.
When Jesus needed food or water...he asked for
it. When Jesus needed emotional support from
his friends...he did not hide it. When Jesus’s
heart was broken...he wept. Jesus was faithful to
God...and part of that faithfulness was taking
care of his real and legitimate human needs. No
one will deny that Jesus’s life included suffering
and sacrifice...but it did not include self- loathing,
self-neglect or self -destruction.

This is a critical truth of the Christian
faith...especially in light of some of our past
practices and teaching that have not encouraged
us to care for our well-being There have been
times in the history of the Christian church
when... it was considered conceited to
acknowledge that our lives had worth and
impact, and models of faithfulness that were held
up before us made little room for some of our
primary relationships... I grieve this part of our
history.

Part of the hope of this series on relationships is
that we continue to seek God’s face and God’s
will and be renewed in our understanding of what
it means to...Love God, Love others and Love
ourselves.

I assure you I am on this journey with you, I ‘m
not way down the road...I’m not about to offer my
own life as a model of how this all looks...rather

I’m walking and learning and hoping with you .
May God continue to bring us into our new
lives…

When it comes to relating well to ourselves...we
need to pay attention to at least these three
things...

our sense of worth

our self care and

our self awareness.

If we neglect any one of these three we could
find ourselves having trouble in our relationships
with others.

1. First things first...our sense of worth. So much
of the ground work for this in laid in our lives
when we are children. If we miss out on people
communicating to us how they and God see
us...value us, cherish us , delight in us...we miss
out on a gift Jesus was very concerned about
giving. Some of the most tender moments in the
Bible come in Jesus’s encounters with children.
We see him welcoming them, tending to their
needs, healing them and always blessing them.
It is clear that each one, each child...each
person...is a valued and cherished individual. If
your self talk...your on-going inner monologue is
only filled with messages of rebuke,
disappointment and condemnation...if you
perceive yourself as never being good enough...I
invite you to open yourself to God’s view of
you...to receive His blessing upon your life. It is
never too late to receive what God has for us. I
love the saying...”IF God had a fridge, your
picture would be on it.” When you pay attention to
your well-being and how you see yourself...listen
for the way you speak to yourself…allow yourself
to hear and embrace the words of blessing God
has for you.

2. The second thing we need to pay attention to
is our self care. This involves caring for our
bodies, our minds, our emotions and our spirits.
It involves learning to listen to our lives, and
learning how to care for ourselves. In the culture
we live in ...it is critical we don’t just buy into the
rhythm that so many try to sell us. This lifestyle
that has us filling our every moment of every
day...living always on the brink of
exhaustion...and then to rectify this condition we
are supposed to pamper ourselves, live with
some luxury...after all we’re worth it. I’m not sure
this is the healthiest of rhythms. My sense of
what the Scriptures invite us to is a life where
the rhythm is determined by ‘what matters most’
in our lives. Part of self care is discerning what is
most important in our lives and letting those
prayerful reflections guide our life.
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I did happen to catch a few movies over the
holidays, and one I did see, but would not
necessarily recommend is the Adam Sandler
movie...Spanglish. Though not a classic, I am
thankful for the example it provides me in this
sermon, you see, there is a character in this
movie who is very concerned about her “self-
care’..., but her definition of self-care is limited to
her care for her body...she is a dedicated runner,
is particular about her eating habits and makes
sure rest and relaxation are planned in the
family’s schedule. Is is all fine but at the same
time ...she completely ignores the signs in her
life that all is not well with her heart and her
spirit. So much energy is spent on being
healthy...but she totally misses the boat when it
comes to understanding what it means to be
whole. What is means to listen to your emotions,
your spirit…and give attention to what matters
most.

The good news is self-care is not just about
fibre, and pilates and week-end get-aways...it’s
about recognizing that there is so much more to
our God given lives.

3. The third aspect of a healthy relationship to
ourselves is self awareness. I was inspired by
the passage in Matthew that exhorts us to not go
on a fault finding expedition in others lives....but
rather to give our attention to who we are and
how we are relating.. Jesus asks “Why do you
look at the speck of sawdust in your brother’s
eye and pay no attention to the plank in your own
eye?” To me, the answer to that question is

obvious... When I see another’s faults or
weaknesses ...I can point them out...but don’t
have to do anything about them! On the other
hand when I have the courage to take a look at
my own life, and become aware of how I treat
others and how my words and actions affect
them...I might just have to ask God to do some
changing... Jesus reminds us part of relating well
with others is first relating to ourselves...with an
awareness that is honest, courageous and
gracious. We do not engage in self awareness for
the purpose of ‘loading on the guilt’, God knows
we still choose to carry enough of that, but rather
we seek insight into who we are in order that we
might break free from patterns of relating that
hurt others and then find new ways to
communicate God ‘s love to those who matter
most in our lives...and to those who matter most
to God.

When it comes to living well, when it comes to
living faithfully, let us not neglect the relationship
we have with ourselves. For if we neglect this we
run the risk of not doing well in the other
relationships that are most important to us. I
don’t want any of us to miss out on the life God
is calling us into...a life where loving God, loving
others and loving ourselves are at the very
centre of our daily living. I look forward to the
rest of this series and live in the hope that we
together can grow in our courage and ability to
life lives which in all ways give glory to God.

Amen


